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Simply put, AURA revolutionizes the home cinematic
experience. This space-saving, stylish laser projector
utilizes a laser-powered UST projection 17.3” from any
wall, remarkable 4K UHD resolution, and insanely bright
2400 ANSI lumens to provide you a luxurious TV-like
experience - without the TV.

Large Projection from a Short Distance
Simply put, AURA revolutionises the home cinema experience. This space-saving, elegant laser projector uses laser-
based UST projection to project a razor-sharp 150-inch image from as close as 44 cm to the wall. With a remarkable
4K UHD resolution and insanely bright 2400 ANSI lumens, you're treated to a luxurious TV-like experience. - without
the TV.

The Best 4K Experience Ever
True 4K UHD with 8.3M individual pixels onscreen, ALPD technology, and HDR10 are fused wonderfully to provide
staggeringly crisp images and vivid, lifelike colors that seem to jump off the screen. With AURA, you’ll watch every
movie the way the director envisioned.

Not Your Typical Sound System
Two tweeters and two woofers at 15W each deliver crisp highs, dynamic midranges, and ample bass. Unlock a rich,
room-filling audio experience that fills your ears with deep individual sounds, allowing you to hear and feel more.

Supreme Laser Technology
AURA’s advanced laser illumination and astonishingly rich color depth power its outstanding performance. Unlike with
traditional TVs, you get consistent brightness for years, a brilliant color display, diffused lighting without reduced picture
quality, and most of all, a viewing experience that will never be the same!

Exceptional Brightness
Boasting a beaming bright 2400 ANSI lumens, AURA perfectly illuminates your movies, TV shows, and video games
with stellar detail. Even during the day or with the lights on, your content stays incredibly crisp and clear.

Cinematic 3D Display
AURA’s space-saving setup maintains the streamlined look of your home. Convert any wall into a deluxe 150” theater
screen while enjoying immersive 3D content in brilliant 4K, projecting from any angle you choose.

Next-Level Image Clarity
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Say goodbye to blurry images when watching sports or action films. AURA’s efficient 60Hz motion compensation
technology (MEMC) ensures your display and viewing experience is always exuberant, unbelievably smooth, and like
no other.

Get More From Your Laser Projector
We’ve simplified your access to the content you love by integrating Android TV 10.0, Google Assistant, and
Chromecast built-in. Enjoy 5000+ apps like Disney +, HBO Max, and YouTube through wireless casting, simple voice
control, or the easy-to-use Android TV interface.

Watch More. Adjust Less.
Our 8-point keystone correction allows you to adjust the picture size and quality to your liking. All you need to do is
power AURA on, tweak your display to perfection, and access your favorite content in seconds.

Durable & Eco-Friendly
Aura’s laser light source has a 25,000-hour lifespan, significantly reducing cost and environmental waste. With premier
laser technology, you get a powerful device that allows you to watch 4 hours per day for over 17 years.

Safe Viewing Experience
AURA eliminates harmful blue light and utilizes diffuse reflection imaging, all to ensure you and your family never have
to worry about eye strain caused by direct light exposure, even when using AURA for long periods.

Intelligent Eye Protection
The integrated automatic light dimmer, powered by advanced IR sensors, detects any presence and immediately dims
the laser, effectively shielding your eyes from damaging radiation.

An Impeccable Addition to Your Space
AURA’s elegance goes beyond the screen, helping it fit into your home decor. Designed with XGIMI’s award-winning
sleek build with a 2° blended top, this lush centerpiece adds luxury to your space and transforms any room into a high-
end theater.

Excellent Ways to Stay Connected
With a wide array of connection options, including 3 HDMI 2.0, 3 USB 2.0, 1 headphone, WiFi, and Bluetooth 5.0, Aura
is ready for anything. Elevate your gaming via our Game Mode, music, and smartphone content easily.

Specs

Product Attributes

EAN: 6935670500465

Manufacturer number: XM03A-UK

Product weight: 12.5 kilograms
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